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he Houghton Library acquired the papers of the author and social philosopher Paul Goodman from his widow, Sally Goodman, in 1989. These papers
have now been cataloged, and are available to scholars. Goodman did not routinely save his correspondence, but the collection does contain letters to him, beginning in the thirties, when he was a young man, from friends and family; and it
also includes copies of his numerous open letters to newspapers and to public officials during the decade of his fame as a social critic. Much more extensive materials of a literary nature have been preserved, from every period and genre of his
long and extremely varied career, though his working notes for only one of his
thirty-odd books, Speakingand LAnguage,have survived. Typescripts exist for most
of his shorter published works, both fiction and essays, as well as for a good many
unpublished pieces. There are scholarly papers on literary and philosophical topics
written during his graduate-student days at the University of Chicago and even a
few from his undergraduate courses at the City College of New York. Goodman
also kept many pages of notes for lectures, beginning with the adult-education
programs he taught when he was only twenty-three years old and going on to his
eulogy at the memorial service for Fritz Perls in 1970, only two years before his
own death.
His juvenilia include several dozen stories and a novel. There are also more than
a dozen unpublished plays and thousands of poems, dating from when he was
twenty until just a few weeks before he died. The original notebooks for the journal he kept during the late fifties contain many entries that were either altered or
expunged when he rearranged them for publication as Five Yearsin 1966.
These are some of the more substantial holdings in this large archive of an important author and public figure of the sixties. Other Goodman materials in the
Houghton Library can be consulted in the papers of James Laughlin's publishing
house New Directions, in whose avant-garde literary annuals much of Goodman's
work first appeared. Goodman material is also contained in the papers of his friend
Quotations from and reproductions of unpublished works
by Goodman are by pennission of Sally Goodman and the
Houghton Library of Harvard University. Quotations
from the Collected Stories are by pennission of Sally
Goodman and Black Sparrow Press. The publishers of the
DictionaryefLiterary Biographyhave given pennission to
print portions of an earlier version of this essay, which
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thank the following persons who read and commented
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Patrick Meanor, and Ruth Perry.
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and protege George Dennison, author of The Lives efChildren and several volumes
of fiction.
In studying Goodman's papers one can discover tensions and sources of energy
in his development that are not immediately apparent in his published work, voluminous though it is. The early poems, for example, reveal a long and laborious apprenticeship in which he followed classical models, including Greek and
Latin poets, while showing little interest in the modernists then in vogue. The
typescripts of his plays include versions revised for production by the Living Theatre, and demonstrate his eagerness to collaborate with directors and actors, by
writing new speeches during rehearsals to take advantage of the "look" of a particular actor, or by revising whole scenes that wouldn't "play."
The most fully documented part of Goodman's life is his career as a short-story
writer. He seems to have preserved every story he ever wrote, among them a number of awkward, unfinished efforts produced for a creative-writing class in college-and some others even earlier than that. Some of these works exist in several
drafts, with much interlineation. A few of the typescripts provide surprising clues
to the sources of Goodman's creative imagination, helping to account even for his
eventual turning away from fiction in the fifties. The following essay attempts to
bring into view this unusual, hidden dynamic and to account for it in terms of
Goodman's life story.

P

aul Goodman was famous in his day not as a short-story writer or novelist but
as a political thinker and social critic. He was widely regarded as the "philosopher of the New Left," and beginning with Growing Up Absurd (1960), he published book after book that young radicals read to find out what they thought. Not
that Goodman was simply putting anarchist ideas in their heads; his call for a return
to the radical democracy of Thomas Jefferson was understood by the young as
urging them to reclaim their alienated birthright. Goodman gave the youth movement chapter and verse for a faith it already had.
Although Goodman believed that his country had fallen into a terrible pathology of power, he loved Americans for their homespun virtues: prudence and courage, loyalty and dutifulness, frugality and temperance, honesty, self-reliance, and
common sense. This heritage ran deep in the national character, and Goodman
acknowledged it in himself At the same time he considered himself a citizen of
the wider world, a child of the Enlightenment. Born a New York Jew but thoroughly assimilated-his grandfather had fought in the Civil War-Goodman
read
Latin and Greek better than he did Hebrew or Yiddish. He studied philosophy at
the City College of New York, Columbia University (unofficially), and the University of Chicago in the days of the "Great Books" program. He was also part of
the internationalist generation that, growing up after the First World War, passionately identified with the ideals of peace and social justice and sought inspiration in the great twentieth-century artists whose imaginations were breaking free
of the boundaries of canon and country. He was unwilling to give up any of this
heritage, either. And so he was at once all of these things-a provincial American
and an Internationalist, a champion of the Modern and a defender of the Western
Tradition.
There were few disciplines of humanistic concern that Goodman failed to address in major books. His treatment of the social and political issues of the sixtiesdecentralization and the state; war and pacifism; technology and ethics; education,
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media, and the arts; the universal extension of civil rights; and the crisis of democracy-constituted
a culminating body of work, but one that was built on studies in
half a dozen separate disciplines written over a period of thirty years. Goodman's
enemies scoffed at his pretensions to the scope of a Renaissance man, and even
some of his friends thought he spread himself too thin, but he denied that he diverged at all from a few central concerns, which he summed up as human nature
and community. He was not a "generalist," he said, but an old-fashioned "man of
letters," who "knows only a little about some major human concerns, but insists
on relating what he does know to his concrete experience," and who "finds that
the nature of things is not easily divided into disciplines."
Although his career as a social philosopher was what made him famous in his
day, the future is likely to value him most for his poetry and fiction. It was by works
of the imagination that he wanted to be remembered-complete
with "a statue in
the park." However impressive the list of his books of theory and social commentary, his belles-lettres would fill a shelf at least as wide: five novels (counting his
tetralogy The Empire City as a single volume), over a hundred stories and sketches,
more than a dozen plays, thousands of poems.
Of this remarkable oeuvre, probably the greatest and most enduring single work
will prove to be The Empire City--a comic epic in the tradition of Don Quixote or
The Good Soldier Svejk. A more intimate legacy-at once as jolly and as harrowing
as that of Fran~ois Villon-is his substantial body of poetry, especially the later
poems that he called "sentences" and "little prayers." To these one would add the
best of his short stories-"Iddings Clark," "A Cross-country Runner at Sixty-five,"
"A Ceremonial," "The Commodity Embodied in bread," "The Facts of Life,"
"Raoul," and "Eagle's Bridge," among others.
Although Goodman's most abiding sense of himself was as a poet, among his
own books he preferred the stories, Our Visit to Niagara (1960) and the first collected edition, Adam and His Works (1968). It distressed him that readers of his social
criticism paid no attention to his fiction. This was not just a matter of his dancing
into the limelight, for it was already shining on him.
Goodman had come to maturity during the great twentieth-century flowering
of the short story. When he began to publish, in the thirties, dozens of magazines
were devoted to the genre, a number of annuals displayed the cream of the crop,
and there were many contests and prizes. The country's favorite authors all wrote
stories, even if they preferred longer forms. This continued through the Second
World War, after which everything changed. As Goodman's friend Harold
Rosenberg liked to point out, in the thirties and forties you couldn't sell an essay
to the magazines, whereas in the fifties and sixties it was just the opposite; no one
would print stories, only arguments.
This cyclic shift happened to cut across Goodman's career at just the moment
when other circumstances had led him to despair of ever earning his living as a
writer. In the early fifties he gave up on art as a career and began practicing psychotherapy, a decision that opened out to the role he eventually made for himself
in the sixties as intellectual guru and gadfly of the youth movement. The dryingup of his fiction took ten years, but after the publication of Growing Up Absurd, in
1960, he wrote no new short stories and only one novel, the autobiographical
Making Do (1963), half political tract, half crying in his beer. The steady stream of
poems continued, purer than ever, but the great flood from his pen was diverted
into other channels.
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Goodman wrote his first story when he was sixteen and a freshman at the City
College of New York. After his first semester he took a leave of absence so that he
and his mother (who was divorced and had to work for her living) could accompany a well-to-do aunt and cousin on a six-week tour of the Mediterranean. In his
baggage Goodman packed his typewriter, for he had got the idea of writing up
their adventures for the Sunday supplements. Although he was disappointed when
no one would publish the amateurish little travel sketch that resulted, he was not
downcast, and with time on his hands after the cruise, he set himself to learn the
art of fiction, much as he had already done with poetry in high school. Before returning to college in September, he wrote half a dozen stories full of stylistic flourishes and clever plots, though with very little awareness of what he was trying to
say or of the sound of his own voice.

Pagefrom an untitledstory written in
1930for Goodman'screative-writing
class
with instructorTheodore ("Teddy")
Goodman. Pencil additions are the
student's, ink marks the instructor's.
Goodmanpapers,HoughtonLibrary.
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Goodman wrote no more stories until his junior year, when he signed up for a
creative-writing class. He began with a long detective story in which the hero
solves the murder he himself has committed. Every story he wrote that semester
was about self-discovery and confession, with Goodman himself more and more
the focus of his own revelations. In the light of his later works it seems apparent
that he was edging here toward an affirmation of his bisexuality and toward the life
of brazen public display that was ultimately to cause him so much trouble.
Long ago I sold my reputation
for a song

-so

boasts a poem he wrote in the fifties"If I can think it," I decided,
"I can write it down, and ifl write it down
I'll publish it!"

Of course, it was not as easy as all that, neither the truth-telling nor its consequences, yet it was at the very heart of his artistic calling. In his psychoanalytic
essay "On a Writer's Block"-also written in the early fifties, when he was doing
a lot of self-assessment-Goodman
described a hypothetical case very similar to his
own. An author is telling a story based on his own experience: "Suddenly he says
to himself, 'Oh but-I see, I remember-if
I tell this, I shall have to mentionthat. But I didn't foresee that!' "There could be no more exact description of several stories that he began-but
did not yet have the nerve to finish-in
his
creative-writing class.
Goodman graduated in I 9 3 I, early in the Great Depression. Family pressure
toward some paying career such as law or teaching was easier to resist when so few
jobs were to be had, and anyway, the rest of his family was doing well and was
willing to supply his frugal needs. As he looked back on it in a long essay entitled
"On Being a Writer," written for his fortieth birthday, Goodman could not say
that he had ever really chosenhis art:
During the next years, however, it was necessary for me to choose a career. I was
not ready, did not want, to make any such choice, so I slipped into being a writer,
for this was something or other and involved no special effort. . . .
I never said, as I have heard so many young men say, "I should like to be a
writer," for I already did write; and I did not like to be a writer, but it became
assumed by the others and myself that I was one. Therefore there was not in my
case, as in others, a struggle and resolution, for instance a family conflict and a break
for independence.

The diffidence suggested here was not so much an ambivalence about the artist's
life as it was a deep reluctance to "grow up." He felt wistful seeing his friends going off to graduate school, prolonging their adolescence, and soon he, too, was
slipping into philosophy classes at Columbia and even writing papers for some of
them. But whatever he might say about not really being "called" as a writer, he
began now to carefully type and date all his manuscripts and to send them out to
editors.
His first projects were a full-length play in labored verse and a monstrous semiautobiographical novel-dreary, plodding works, on a scale that betrayed not only
ambition but lack of experience. Unable to afford postage, Goodman carted these
around to publishers and agents on his bicycle, his confidence unshaken by the
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inevitable rejections. Meanwhile, he was also writing short stories, poems, and essays, and with these he began to make some headway. The editors of Symposium,
a highbrow journal of art and culture, gave him a new book by Frank Lloyd Wright
to review. They would have known that Goodman's older brother was an architect and, more important, a disciple of Le Corbusier's Paris International style. In
any case, the resulting essay was welcomed, and another, on Le Corbusier himself,
was commissioned. The following year both a poem and a short story were
accepted.
This was good fortune. At barely twenty-one, Goodman was appearing in the
same pages as Herbert Read and Kenneth Burke, Ezra Pound and William Carlos
Williams. Even better, one of these pieces, "The Wandering Boys," won him
mention in O'Brien's Best American Short Storiesfor 1933. By the time he wrote it,
not quite two years after graduating, Goodman had completed about three dozen
stories, all told. His apprenticeship was over, and he could now turn out stories
that were prizewinners-not
every time, to be sure, but some of them as good as
anything he would ever write.
Goodman was influenced by a remarkably wide range of writers-perhaps
most
obviously Sherwood Anderson, but also Ring Lardner, Jean Cocteau, Virginia
Woolf, and even Katherine Mansfield, whom he had come to admire only rather
grudgingly in his creative-writing class. But the writer whose example meant the
most to him, and whose work he studied with the closest attention, was Nathaniel
Hawthorne.
The influence of the author of Twice-Told Tales can be seen in many of
Goodman's works, not least in such direct takeoffs as "Our Visit to Niagara," which
echoed Hawthorne's "My Visit to Niagara." More important, however were the
formal strategies Goodman learned, including Hawthorne's mythologizing of plot,
circling round and round a single image or conceit rather than exploring the causality of character and event in their naturalistic unfolding. This ritualistic attitude
toward narrative can be seen in Hawthorne's fondness for the nearly plotless
"sketch" as well as the centripetal "tale" winding in upon itself. And it was reflected, too, in his repeated attempts, never realized, to write a novel-in-stories, a
loosely related sequence that might present a few main characters again and again
but without the strong pull of a single overriding action-something
that Sarah
Orne Jewett was later to achieve in The Country of the Pointed Firs, a book that
owes a good deal to Hawthorne.
In addition to many Hawthornesque sketches and tales, Goodman wrote two
novels-in-stories, the first of which was Johnson (1932-33), followed a few years
later by The Break-Up of Our Camp (1935). In both cases he exploited what
Hawthorne had seen as the practical advantage of the form: the ability to publish
"chapters" as separate stories and then subsequently the whole. Even Goodman's
later novels, no matter how conventionally plotted, had chapters that could be
lifted out as stories in their own right. In several cases-"On the Rocks Along the
River," "Laughing Laddy's Symbolic Act," and 'Jeremy Owen"-he
published
stories that were in fact abortive novels, much like Hawthorne's "Ethan Brand,"
with its references to other chapters that do not exist because the imaginative fire
was somehow never fully kindled.
Such formal methods were well suited to Goodman's habits of composition. He
wrote with ease and pleasure, every morning and sometimes late into the night,
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especially in his youth. First drafts were scribbled with a stubby pencil on the cheapest paper, to the very edge of the page, rarely showing signs of hesitation or second
thoughts. He revised as he typed the sheets up. Whatever the scale of the project
he was working on, whether a little sketch or his open-ended picaresque that filled
four volumes, he tended to compose in small units, rarely more than three or four
pages long, marked off by a heading or some other formal device. Often these units
were produced in a single sitting, and two or three of them might make a story.
Conceived separately and yet as part of larger structures, they allowed Goodman
to take his daily catch without getting his nets tangled.
Since he always fell into the same rhythm no matter what sort of prose he was
writing, fiction or nonfiction, it could be said that the short story gave him his
primary compositional method, that it was his fundamental building block and the
secret of his productivity.
Simple as this method was, it allowed for much complexity and experiment in
literary manner. Already in these early stories Goodman was looking for ways to
engage life that would take less for granted than traditional realism. As he was later
to complain of best-sellers and similar media versions of the realistic manner,
they present an important emotional situation, of love, danger, adventure, in a
framework where everything else is as usual. The detailed routine oflife, the posture and speech-habits of the actor (and the audience), the norms of morality, the
time-table of work, these things are not deranged by the plot; they are not newly
assessed, criticized, X-rayed, devastated by the passional situation. Therefore the
aesthetic experience remains superficial.

Apart fromjuvenilia, Goodman never wrote in the realistic manner, though he
came close to its conventions now and then in his naturalistic fiction, especially
Parents' Day (1951) and Making Do (1963), narrowly autobiographical accounts of
his attempts to fit into one limping community or another, to accept their values
to the extent that he could, and to contemplate his thankless role as the prickly
thorn. More often, however, he had no such story to tell, and the task he set himself was to find the literary manner that would match his more problematic relations with the world-impressionism,
cubism, expressionism, or sometimes a
biting and hallucinatory naturalism.
"The Wandering Boys" illustrates this unwillingness to sink into the comforts
of realism, whether the psychological verisimilitude of the Jamesian mainstream or
the more alienated "foreign correspondent" school of Hemingway. Goodman's
story was very much a comment on the Great Depression, with characters who
could have walked out of Steinbeck or who might have actually stepped off a boxcar somewhere in rural Ohio, as in his plot. They are six boys, aged fourteen to
seventeen, from the four corners of the hungry continent, riding the rails in search
of a living, a home. They steal vegetables from a farmer's field, and he confronts
them:
"Where do you come from? why don't you go back?"

They reply in character:
"I ran away from thah."
"Warn't nuthin thah."
"Can't you see, perhaps he didn't have any home to stay in?"
"Don't shove. You know what your father got for shovin'."
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It is not hard to imagine how this scene might unfold in The Grapesof Wrath. But
Goodman's farmer is thinking, "Unlucky kids! I tremble because of them. I don't
know what I am supposed to say. I cry for my country's economic suicide." He
doesn't behave like a realistic character; instead he plays out an idea:
"Aaannnhh,"

whinnied the farmer, and spat, and ran away, plucking at his collar.

The rest of the story explores the new community budding in the wreckage of
the old order, six boys in a boxcar. The oldest, a natural leader, makes peace among
them and sits up, musing on their fate, after all the others are asleep. The two
youngest are "in love" and fall into one another's arms at night for solace and
warmth, much to the disgust of another boy. The leader defends them: "Innocent
... the kids are friends; that is why they lie down with each other." And there is
one bad apple, prone to violence, who wanders off on his own, rapes a young farm
girl, and finally jumps from the rolling car into the night.
Obviously there is much here that would serve as armature for a realist's fleshing-out, and the public mind was already full of images-one
thinks of the
Scottsboro boys as well as jungle camps and shanty towns-to be called up like so
many "mug shots" in a police archive. But Goodman's is an eerily different phenomenology. In a footnote (afootnote halfway into his story!) he tells the reader he
is imitating the literary impressionism of Virginia Woolf. Everything asserts itself
as formal pattern, cut free of preconception and popular stereotype, and coming
together in a new vision of particularity and significance. Published in a place like
Symposium, whose editors were known to be Trotskyites, such a story could not
help but pique the curiosity of all sorts of readers. Goodman got fan letters from
Pennsylvania and invitations to contribute to other left-wing magazines. How
many more such pieces did he have up his sleeve?
But Goodman was not a left-wing modernist. He was a troublemaker whose
bold experiments were thoroughly obnoxious to conventional sensibilities,
whether traditionalist or modernist, left or right. Consider his Johnson stories, cubist in manner to suit his youthful adventures in bisexual love. As the hero turns to
his two beloveds, one male, one female, he finds himselflosing his ability to distinguish between them. "I can see all my loves on her face," Johnson exclaims. And
at another point, it was as if "we suddenly cut across from another time-system
altogether, and see, all together, the pictures hidden in each layer."
In the final story, "Out of Love," the hero cuts himself shaving and hears the
weird cry of his other self, Johnson-in-love, in his dying moment. "What an unearthly shriek! who is there?" he stammers. But it is another person, no longer
existing, whose throat is cut, while Johnson-out-of-love
merely doctors his little
nick with a styptic pencil and wonders why he is hearing things.
"Out of Love" was one of the few Johnson stories that could be published without revealing the bisexual theme of Goodman's cubist romance. The others were
unprintable, as was much that he was now writing. The heyday of the short story
in America coincided with the great leftward shift of the intellectuals, and native
versions of "socialist realism" were just as prudish and straightlaced as their Soviet
counterparts. Not only were certain methods and manners deemed irresponsible;
certain facts of life were also not allowed to exist.
Although never a "gay writer" in the narrow sense, Goodman wrote a great
many stories with homosexual themes during his thirty-year wooing of an audience. Except for some love poems, very little of his work was frankly erotic, but
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the confessional impulse was powerful in him. In the forties and fifties he sometimes wrote about the world of gay bars and sexy sailors-at least in part, one feels,
to scandalize editors who weren't going to print his stories anyway. In the beginning, however, he was interested not so much in breaking through to a hardened
or dismissive reader as in simply breaking free of his own inhibitions. He wanted
to drop his defenses-if only he could!-and
stand revealed in all his folly and
yeammg.
Perhaps the best story he ever wrote was such an attempt-"Iddings
Clark,"
inspired by Hawthorne's passionate tale of self-revelation and disguise, "The
Minister's Black Veil." Iddings Clark is a schoolteacher in the midst of psychic
breakdown. He faints at the school's Christmas ceremonies in which he is conducting the choir. He dreams a premonitory dream that comes true the day classes
reconvene, when he appears before his English class "stark naked except for his
spectacles and a Whittier in his right hand." The boys and girls flee, all except for
one thirteen-year-old (she seems much younger in their dialogue) who somehow
is not frightened.
She stared at him closely, from head to foot, and said, "Is it true, what they say,
Mr. Clark, that you are a thousand years old?"
"A thousand years! Heavens no."
"They say that you said you was a thousand years old, and I see that in some
places you've grown all over with hair."
"I am thirty-one," he said smiling.

The strange colloquy continues while the other children run to alert the Dean.
"What's your name, girl?" he said sharply, "my glasses are sweated over and I
can't see you clearly."
"Rea."
"Rea! that's a strange name. It means the guilty one. Rea. Is there any of the
boys you love?"
"Donald Worcester."
"Come here, child," he said in a tight voice. "Have you told him that you love
him?"
"I wrote on the school-wall with chalk," she cried. "REA LOVES DONALD w.Just
as if somebody else wrote it."
She rose from her bench and came beside the teacher.
"That's right!" he said. "Now he must tell you."
At this-as if for no reason---she burst into sobs. At the same time the door in
the rear opened, and in came the Dean with a posse of instructors summoned from
their classes for this extraordinary occasion. With a cry of fright the girl fled across
the bars of sunlight out of the room.
"She's crying. What did you do to her?" asked the Dean.
"I did not."
"Iddings! what's the meaning of this?"
"It's the story of Hawthorne's, The Minister's Black Veil."
"I don't remember. It's many years since most of us read Hawthorne," said the
Dean.
"I at least shan't wear a black veil!" exclaimed Iddings Clark exaltedly, and a
wave of color swept over him, from his feet to his forehead.

Even so long a passage as this can barely suggest the way Goodman's story catches
the imagination, repeatedly astonishing expectation, and yet with the most economical and unassuming of means. What is the secret of this power? At age twentyone, when he wrote it, Goodman himself may not have clearly understood the
deeper sources of his imagination. "Iddings Clark" is not directly confessional even
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though its theme is self-revelation. Nevertheless, there are talismanic clues woven
into the story, by which Goodman seems, like a painter putting his own face in the
crowd, to cast a spectral light over the whole, without any but the initiated quite
knowing where it comes from.
Consider, for example, the graffiti Rea reports chalking on the wall. In one of
his unfinished stories for English 12 Goodman had described another little girl,
Janie, painting a similar avowal on a public facade, and she, too, is catechized by a
pedagogue, though the dialogue has none of the electricity of the scene in "Iddings
Clark." The story itself, not even titled, seems to be completely adrift, and the
typescript shows the trouble Goodman was having finding his way. Yet the graffiti
passage is somehow very important.
One possible reading of this curious motif would go back to Goodman's own
childhood. When he was just entering puberty, a little younger than Rea, older
than Janie, Goodman had got in trouble for flirting with the girls. Once he had
been caught "necking" in the school corridor, and another time had written a "love
note," as he later called it-though
actually it was full of hostile ambivalence-and
delivered it by ringing Stella Singer's doorbell and running. He had planned the
escapade with two other boys, but he was the one who had the crush on Stella,
and he was the author of the note, which read simply "Fuck you." Not very romantic. Stella's mother reported him to the principal, who gave him a lecture and
demoted him for a day to the third grade, where he sat red-faced with the little
kids in a desk too small for him. The memory was of guilt and shame. The shame
was attached to the punishment, which he continued to resent years later: "If the
kid is sexual, let's say at twelve, he is punished-I know, I was punished a lot," he
said in a speech on the sexual revolution in the sixties. He could still remember his
knees banging against that third-grade desk. The guilt was for his own anxiety and
self-deception: "Can't speak & say: I love you I want to fuck you, Stella," he admitted when psychoanalyzing himself many years after the fact. He had failed to
do what Rea, "the guilty one," accomplished: to avow love frankly and openly, to
write it in a public place.
All this has obvious resonance for the later career of a writer who was, among
other things, obsessed with confession and sexual openness. And yet there is more
to be said about the graffiti embedded in his stories, and further secret meanings to
be deciphered.
A short story that Goodman wrote in 1936, "A Cross-country Runner at Sixtyfive," deals with the generational relations between old and young and with the
layers of experience in a single consciousness-what
one might call the geology of
the human spirit. The hero, Perry Westover, is like Iddings Clark in that the young
of his town have developed myths about him:
"They say he has run a thousand times."
"He must be a hundred years old!"

In fact, he has run the local race forty-five times, and everything about the course
is now part of his past and part of his present. His wife and son accuse him of refusing to grow up, of clinging neurotically to childish ways. He has never chosen a
career or worked for wages, but being an acute observer, he has been able to invent a few things that have brought in money. Cross-country running is his career.
Just as Iddings Clark is powerfully affected by Hawthorne, whom he has taught for
many years, Perry Westover is fond of quoting Ecclesiastes-not "The race is to
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the swift" but rather "Whatsoever thy hand attaineth to do by thy strength, that
do." Obviously running is like writing, and Perry Westover is another avatar of
Goodman himself, though there is no way an ordinary reader could know this.
Halfway through the race, Perry comes upon a little shack in the woods that at
first he doesn't recognize. On going inside-for he runs no longer to win, but just
for the race-he realizes that he built it himself decades earlier. Others have used
it-there is a Boy Scout handbook on the table-and it is in good repair. On the
back wall are carved the graffiti of many years, including the initials of his own
children.
Goodman reproduced the carvings in his story, and to someone who knew him
well, a number of them would be instantly recognizable: OHS was a college chum,

Paul Goodman in his Short Stories

as was LF with his girlfriend DV, while ES and RA were Esther and Raymond,
characters in a play Goodman had just written. Other initials represented layers of
Goodman's own erotic history. H C and GC were the initials of a pair of teen-aged
brothers who had lived in his neighborhood in l 9 3 3; Goodman had fallen in love
with the younger of them. Margaret was the name of a girl he had had a crush on
in 1927. "PG+ DM" memorialized Goodman's very first homosexual encounter,
at age ten, when a certain Donnie Mitchell had initiated him in
... the secrets of
pleasure in a thicket of guilts and fears.

So he revealed in a sonnet written in the fifties.
Of course, Goodman did not put such things in his stories and poems in order
that scholars might ferret them out long after he was dead. He was tapping into
some deep excitement of his own childhood that still remained alive to him-no
doubt neurotically-and
that he swore by, and held close and secret, and by whose
potent hieroglyphs his art gained magical authenticity. Goodman's life was inextricably woven into his art, and already in his earliest stories he had already discovered the thrill of parading his secrets in public, sometimes to confess them,
sometimes only to remind himself of them, to let their presence stir his imagination.
Oddly enough, the effect of such stratagems on Goodman's stories was rarely
mystifying. Later on, in the forties, he occasionally wrote about personal encounters or private grudges in ways that were obscure-except
to his enemies. Such ingroup writing was practiced by many of the New York literati, who in turn put
Goodman in some of their stories. But at least for the first ten years of his career,
the confessional undercurrent in his work made the waters luminous, not murky.
And yet they were strange stories, thoroughly out of the mainstream, and
Goodman was unable to find publishers for most of them. Not until 1940 did his
work begin to enjoy something of a vogue in the pages of the Partisan Review, the
Kenyon Review, and the New Directions annuals. By then he had a trunkful of stories-he literally kept them in an old trunk, as many as seventy or eighty typescripts. He put them together in batches labeled "Prose Compositions" or "Heroic
Portraits,"like Hawthorne's "Allegories of the Heart,"and tried to interest publishers. He wrote little theoretical prefaces for these, as well as several essays on literary
manner. After three years at the University of Chicago earning a doctorate in aesthetic theory, Goodman had returned to Manhattan with a head full of new ideas
about his art. Over the next two years he managed to publish a number of such
essays and, more important, nine stories, a novel, several dozen poems, and a book
of plays.
All of this burgeoning and flowering was suddenly blighted when the United
States entered the Second World War. Although he had not yet fully worked out
his anarchist politics-the
war would force him to do that-Goodman
knew he
was antimilitarist and antistate, and he was unwilling to bite his tongue and pretend to acquiesce in the international bloodshed. Neither was he one of those "absolutist" pacifists who were ready to go to jail for their belief. "Institution for
institution," as one of his characters says in The Empire City, jail was "worse than
the army." Goodman was not ready to enlist in either. Some editors and publishers
drew back in horror from his avowedly seditious advice for the young to avoid the
draft. Even bohemians and leftists were shocked by some of the things he said, as
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when he sardonically praised the black market as a healthy response to international
capitalism and its wars. It did not help that he was a notorious "queer," albeit with
a wife and infant daughter at home.
His publishing outlets quickly dried up, and it was not until the war was over
that his career began to recover. The first publisher willing to champion him was
Vanguard, which had a long history of printing the anarchists, among them
Kropotkin and Tolstoy and Alexander Berkman. Vanguard brought out
Goodman's first volume of stories, The Factsof Life, in 1945, and two more books
soon after. But the right moment had passed, and Goodman was unable to win a
mainstream audience for his work. Nonetheless, he continued to write new stories-another fifty between the end of the war and 1960, when he finally gave up.
By then Goodman had married for the second time, had two children to support
(there would be a third), and still could not earn a nickel from his fiction.
Whatever difficulty he had in getting published, by midcentury Goodman had
managed to establish himself as one of the unavoidable figures of the literary avantgarde. Some of his old stories were now anthology pieces. Even the PartisanReview, which continued blacklisting him, did not fail to include "The Facts of Life"
in its PartisanReader. In 1944 "Iddings Clark" had at last been published in the
English magazine Horizon, and it was then picked for the Golden Horizon anthology. Before long his stories had appeared in five other, similar collections.
So many anthologies! So much bestwriting! It was as if short story-writers had
come to the end of their task, and this was the summing-up, the distilled essence,
of a generation. In fact, there is a good deal of truth in that notion, for l 9 50 was a
watershed. For the next thirty years-a whole generation-it would be essays and
social commentary that people wanted in their magazines, not short stories.
Goodman wrote two essays at this time that survey the literary contribution of
his generation, with obvious implications for his own work. In the first, "AdvanceGuard Writing, 1900-1950," he raised the question of the place of the avant-garde
in a culture. Goodman believed that every genuine work of art was "new and
daring," and that it was only at his creative peril that an artist attempted to make
his works conform to a predetermined moral or political end. Yet avant-garde
writing had a special political nature because its relation to its audience was deeply
antagonistic. Such art was not necessarily intended to insult; it grew out of an inner problem of the artist himself, as did all art. However, the avant-garde writer's
problem was also society's problem: its no-longer-workable norms, its fatal divisions, its illusions and blindness and despair. If a writer rubbed his reader's nose in
this, he did not do so without suffering his own woe, without at least to some
degree discovering his own corruption and falsity, and baring a disfigured breast
that no one wanted to look at. For all of these reasons, Goodman argued, "Advance-guard works tend to be impatient, fragmentary, ill-tempered. (Whether they
are not thereby nearer to the human truth is another question.)"
Goodman saw his own writing as avant-garde in some of these ways. America
was in a state of "shell shock," he said:
the norms that a young person perforce introjected were now extraordinarily
senseless and unnatural-a routine technology geared to war, a muffied and guilty
science, a standard ofliving measured by commodities, a commercial art, a moral
freedom without personal contact ....
What the artist would say spontaneously
would now be hopelessly obscure, likely even to himself ... The advance-guard
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action, then, took the form of concern neither with the subject-matter
method, but with the use, and attitude, of being an artist altogether.
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So far this certainly described much of Goodman's work from 1940 to 1950. But
what of his contemporaries? Beginning in around 1945 he noticed a change in the
writers of his generation that he himself neither experienced nor approved of. He
discussed this in a second essay, "Good Interim Writing: 1954" (also titled, in its
first printing, "They've Been Good Enough Long Enough"). Here he reviewed
the anthologies in which his own stories regularly appeared alongside pieces by
Saul Bellow, Delmore Schwartz, Isaac Rosenfeld, or Bernard Malamud, and found
himself uncomfortable and out of place. He gave the "best authors" their due:
We are notoriously in an age when all assumptions have been undermined, all standards have been demolished, no one is adequate to the fund of knowledge, we
cannot cope with the liberation ofrepressions, ethics (and/ or social science) have
not kept pace with advances in technology .... Nevertheless these disarming unpretentious but tough textured art works show that, as ever, an honest exercise of
the senses, the feelings, the wits, and the spirit can make a livable experience. This
is not the grandest thing in the world, but it is something to go on.

At the same time, he was not satisfied:
The authors of my generation are withholding their strength, they lack daring and
absolute aspiration. There is no hint of experimentation in these pieces; rather there
is the knowing use of the techniques, attitudes, and subject matters that our predecessors won for us. This is all very well for a brief interim, but I think that the
interim has lasted too long.

And what did Goodman think of his own contribution? He framed it as a project
not yet achieved, an attempt to deal with alienation or-to put it more personally-an effort to cope with the neglect and revulsion with which the public received his work:
If the persons are estranged from themselves, from one another, and from their
artist, he takes the initiative precisely by putting his arms around them and drawing them together. In literary terms this means: to writefor them about them personally. It makes no difference what the genre is, whether praise or satire or
description, or whether the style is subtle or obscure, for any one will pay concentrated attention to a work in which he in his own name is a principal character.
But such personal writing about the audience itself can occur only in a small community of acquaintances, where everybody knows everybody and understands
what is at stake; in our estranged society, it is objected,just such intimate community is lacking. Of course it is lacking! The point is that advance-guard action helps
create such community, starting with the artist's primary friends. The community
comes to exist by having its culture; the artist makes this culture.

When he revised this passage for inclusion in Utopian Essays and PracticalProposals
(1962), he added this sentence at the end: "Then give up the ambitious notion of
public artist."Goodman's stories had started out in the early thirties confessional
and full of private allusions but nonetheless meant for an anonymous public. By
the late forties they had become personal in this more intimately communitarian
way. In the old days he had often inserted the names of his friends, if only as graffiti, in order to send a shiver oflife through his imagination; now he was putting
whole persons into his stories, in vitro, changing the names ("Casper" for "Chester"
. one story, "I sob el" r1or "Sally " 1n
. anot h er,
an d "D .F . " r1or "W .H . " [Au d en ] 1n
"Harry" for "Percy" in still another--all friends and family), though never disguising
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the literal places (Springfield, Massachusetts, the San Remo Bar, McHale's Tavern-"on Eighth Avenue at Twenty-sixth Street").
From the distance of our century's end, this particular avant-garde strategy seems
pretty desperate, and its outcome pretty predictable. But then, too, an author does
not write essays summing up the work of his generation without suspecting that
his own career may already be over. Although Goodman continued to write stories until 1960, including some very good ones, the impulse to fashion a world in
the imagination had gone dead in him, killed at the nerve.
There were three interrelated reasons for Goodman's crisis, and his avant-garde
strategy as a "community author" was his unsuccessful attempt to confront and
solve these. The first and second causes are apparent in the analysis just presented.
First, since his art was unacceptable to the public at large, he could not earn his
livelihood by it and therefore no longer felt justified in it. Second, his society was
apparently sick in ways that art was not going to cure, and his obligation was to
turn to the task in whatever way he could-for instance, as a social critic and political philosopher. The third reason had to do more directly with the intimate
sources of inspiration-with,
if you will, his muse.
Goodman believed that the practice of art, whatever its importance in the social
order and the human community, was for the artist himself a neurotic defense; or,
to put it more positively, it was his way of making contact with the world, writing
himself into existence, dealing with his own insoluble problems. Although such a
characterological stance is too deeply grounded in early life to admit much alteration, Goodman thought that psychotherapy could make a difference in the way
one lived out one's fate. In the late forties he chose to undergo-that
is precisely
the word for it-a self-analysis along Freudian and Reichian lines, which ultimately
dissolved a number of the most powerful psychic motives for his art. Much of his
work during this period, both fiction and essays, was part of this great upheaval.
One of its consequences was that those little talismans of private allusion that had
energized his imagination began to lose their power. A passage in his 1951 essay
"On a Writer's Block" suggests the mechanism involved:
Among lyric poets, the inability to lie is far more common than is realized. Since
they themselves rely largely on unsought feelings, they superstitiously regard every
factual association as necessary for the effect. In a love-poem, it is the beloved's
factual name that must be employed, later to be replaced by some metrical equivalent, that always jars on the poet himself as a lie .... Unable to falsify, poets avoid
the embarrassments of the interpersonal story by telling only their feelings, without the events: one who knows them personally reads between the lines what the
public cannot guess.

But then, Goodman goes on,
Our author may become a theorist who cannot lie because he has a noble superstition of objective truth. He avoids the interpersonal story by speaking of generalities .... Or again, at a further remove from the personal, but recapturing some of
the urgency of practical contact, the theorist may turn to sociology, politics, or
psychiatry.

This is exactly what was happening to Goodman himself. Becoming a theorist
meant, for him, undergoing self-analysis and then hanging out his shingle, first as
psychotherapist, then as a utopian sage. And the price he paid was losing touch
with the private symbology about which he could not lie, only confabulate.
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The final decade of Goodman's career as a short-story writer is difficult to assess
because so many different factors were influencing his work, some the result of his
own determination to write in certain ways, but others the result of circumstances
out of his control and perhaps even his awareness. The gradual extinguishing of
the storytelling impulse in him was no doubt an effect of his self-analysis, and yet
it is impossible to separate that process from the times, from a postwar society and
the difficulties of speaking the truth to a "shell-shocked" public.
Goodman had always written out of deep alienation from society and its values,
and the war had exacerbated his sense of being at odds with his readers. As the
social order settled into what was aptly called the "permanent war economy," with
its mass-media culture and its worship of the Standard of Living, Goodman's distance from any potential audience grew still greater. Yet at the same time-partly
through his self-analysis and partly through his therapeutic work with patientshe was undoing many of the resistances in his own character that kept him from
trusting his reader. Giving up his ambitions as a "public artist" in favor of those of
a "community artist" meant speaking to his audience more familially, like the
"Dutch uncle" he called himself, whose advice might be stem but who was also
loving and respectful.
Even when his career had seemed to be going well, before the war, Goodman
had often indulged in private rhapsodies or spiteful satires, as, for example, "The
University in Exile." Apparently lighthearted stories such as "A Ceremonial" or
"The Facts of Life" had also carried their burden of dissonance, while works such
as "A Goat for Azazel" or "The Knight" had followed right on their heels, "bitter
and envious and by reaction foolishly boastful," as Goodman himself was the first
to admit. Reading such stories of Goodman's private battlefield, written during
wartime and aimed at his enemies, one sees that his art was going sour on him. Yet
even in the depths of his personal struggle, Goodman had never turned his face
away from society or its ills. He had bared his teeth, but unlike many of his contemporaries, he had never buried his head in his art. There was always a world to
be angry with or hopeful about, and as he now relented toward himself and toward society, that world was no longer seen through cubist or expressionist lenses,
but face to face in the plain light of day.
The stories Goodman wrote in the fifties show him steadily weaning himself
from fiction and learning to nourish himself on the bare facts: they come to the
same thing. The process involved separating out elements that had always been
fused in his work. Goodman had never agreed to the distinction between the fictive realm and the world of ideas; his readers might suddenly find themselves addressed directly in any of his works, required to pull back from the story and
contemplate some aspect of the real world. These moments could be breathtaking
when they caught the imaginative rhythm just right, but even so, many readers
were simply exasperated by being, as it were, shaken awake in the middle of their
dream. (It is worth remembering that Goodman did not invent this narrative
stance; except for realism and naturalism, every literary manner allows for authorial intrusions, which become problematic only when manners merge or supplant
one another, as in the time of Cervantes, or of Fielding.)
As Goodman's career underwent its transformation, the amalgam of fiction and
thought began to come apart, and his stories tended to fall into two distinct kinds,
as he himself recognized in the preface to his collection Our Visit to Niagara:
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I suppose my stories and novels are, finally, myths .... In principle there are two
opposite ways of making mythical stories: to start with the American scene and
find the mythical emerging from it; or to start with an ancient foreign myth and
discover that it is familiar to oneself.

Accordingly, two different voices began to appear in his fiction. One of them,
that of the gloomy but dutiful observer of the present scene, grew stronger and
firmer, while the other, that of the dreamer or fantast, grew weaker and more
uncertain. At the same time, the "real people" who had always inhabited
Goodman's works-whether
as cryptic graffiti, as the initials of his enemies, or as
characters openly modeled on family and friends-gradually disappeared from his
mythology and are to be found only in stories that are immediate transcriptions of
actual experience, with scarcely any fictive elaboration at all. A telling example of
this new attitude occurs in a story of 1959 called "A Lifeguard," in which the hero
hangs his swimming trunks on a tree, like a flag or an emblem. Goodman spells
out the message:
MAN WAS HERE.

1959.

A far cry from "PG + DM '21." The next step would be to abandon storytelling
altogether and write only sociology and journalism.
"Eagle's Bridge: The Death of a Dog" was the last story Goodman wrote, a fitting culmination of these developments. Solidly based in the "American scene,"
the characters are not only real persons-himself, his wife, and his son-but for
the first time are given their real names. The central event, described exactly as it
happened, is the death of their family dog, hit by a car on the highway when they
stop to picnic at a roadside stream on their way home from summer vacation. There
is no hint of a hieroglyphic past pressing to get into the story, no palimpsest graffiti,
no face smiling behind the faces. Mythic power does emerge, but it is located in
the present, lurking mysteriously in the deep pool where Goodman's son is fishing
when the catastrophe occurs. Goodman has spotted the fish himself, a giant bass
hovering in the waters like a local deity. By the end of the story he has named it,
as in one of his old Noh plays:
I had a flash image of that dark fish, that he was a spirit of death. And if only I had
not seen him, and had not had the thought to fish for him when we stopped for a
rural lunch!

This is a powerful story, in many ways the equal of"Iddings Clark" or "A Crosscountry Runner at Sixty-five," yet achieving its effect by facing into the portentous present rather than gazing inward at the charmed past. Another author might
have been satisfied to settle into a new fictive mode, but for Goodman this was the
end of storytelling. It was as if he knew it, too, for the little dog who dies seems
almost to stand for his art. He describes her playing with a ball:
When our Lucy would get the ball, she trotted off triumphantly with it and tried
to keep it away from us, even while she came back, wanting us to get it and bounce
it or throw it again. She was bewildered and tom between the twin desires of having the ball as her own possession and playing catch with us. Finally she would
come to terms with love and lay the ball at our feet. But sometimes she would trot
spiritedly with it in big circles, triumphantly waving her plume, and we thought
she was like a circus dog.

Farewell then to the triumphs and conflicting desires of art. Goodman confronted
these omens, made them into emblems and myth, and left them behind.
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"I'll drive," said Sally stolidly, still wearing her face of despair, as if she thought
that I, if I drove, would somehow be desperate and reckless. I gave her the keys.

These were the last words of his last story. Thereafter Goodman, resolutely facing forward, gave over his imagination to the here-and-now of his audience.
Goodman had in his lifetime plenty of admirers and disciples, but it was only the
inner circle (those likely to turn up as characters in his stories) that could be said to
follow his fiction. When he collected his thirty years' harvest in Adam and His Works,
it got not a single review, even though in 1968 he was at the height of his fame,
with his books of social commentary being noticed everywhere. In his own
opinion Adam was "my best single volume," but who would read it if no one reviewed it?
A few writers of the younger generation-among
them his friends Grace Paley
and George Dennison, who were to win for themselves some of the literary glory
Goodman yearned for-regarded
his stories as classics from a master's hand. He
has been a writer's writer even though he has had no school of imitators. As
Dennison put it, the best of his short work "deserves comparison with that of
Melville and Hawthorne." Given Hawthorne's struggles for an audience, and recalling Melville's long eclipse, it is perhaps not altogether absurd to imagine that
Americans might yet rediscover another of their great writers and at long last give
him his "statue in the park."
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